
 
      Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2012 Quarter Four Vine Club pack!!! 
 

Phew!  I just came up from pressing some Tannat for the 2012 D9 and the first of our Cabernet Sauvigon 

while barreling some Rose (Yep, barreling Rose, yet another experiment ).  So why does that matter to 

this Vine Club shipment you ask?  Well Cabernet Sauvignon is the light at the end of the tunnel we call 

harvest and a sign Tim, Kevin and I will get back to sanity sipping on some fine wine getting ready for the 

Holidays.  With that in mind we have loaded this shipment with the type of wines that is great at the 

holiday table or relaxing in front of the fire with a great book as the weather gets colder. 

 

This quarter we have our first Red from 2011, the Boneyard which is a great example of how blending 

some of your very best together can show in some vintages a sum of all parts might be even better.  We 

also are then loading you up with two wines that are…Ummm…Over the top AWESOME.  You get some 

of our remaining Cabernet Franc from 2010 and the Tranquility 2010.  Both are easily the best we have 

made of either. 

 

This Quarters Wine: 
 

1)  Boneyard Red 2011 – In general when someone asks me what is in this wine my answer will 

simply be…Yep! 

 

So in other words it has lots and none of the varieties are meant to dominate this wine.  This 

wine was created because we kept trying and trying to come up with several wines to express 

the terroir in which they came, varietal wines, etc and what we can up with was that none of 

them were as good as the sum of all parts.  So it is a blend of Nevaeh, Tranquility and Honah 

Lee Vineyards with Cabernet Sauvignon 26%, Merlot 22%, Syrah 18%, Tannat 16%, Petit 

Verdot 10%, Cabernet Franc 6%, and Mourvedre 2%.  So there!  I expect all Vine Club 

members will be able to recite that to me next time I see you   Just kidding, this wine is 

about having some fun with a great bottle of juice. 

 

One big difference in 2011 to most vintages is that we did use commercial yeast.  I always say 

I am a purist until I get worried about whether it is the best thing for the wine or not.  In 2011 

I felt given the speed of harvest and the style of grapes that were being harvested we needed 

to interject to make something incredible.  We still did not want to use enzymes or other 

additions as we felt we wanted to really showcase the elegance of the fruit without over 

extracting and individual characters but the yeast selection was to drive cooler ferments 

starting early on instead of our usual slow paced cold soak prior to any ferment.  The wine 

was then aged 12 months in a mix of New, Second use, Third use and Neutral Virginia Oak.  

We gave less elevage in order to capture the delicate fruit of 2011.  The wine was then bottled 

unfined and unfiltered. 

 

This Medium ruby colored wine has great aromatics of red currant, clove, basil and floral 

notes.  Really it is the type of wine I find myself smelling and forget to sip.  I don’t forget for 

long though.  The palate is medium bodied and delicate with bright red berry fruit, cracked 

black pepper and oak spice characters held together with vibrant acidity and soft silky tannins.  

This is the type of red to sit back and enjoy.  No need to wait a decade, this is lovely today to 

enjoy by the fireplace or with some Roasted Pork tenderloin with tuffled pan juice.  That said 

this is the wine to got with that dark meat turkey. 

 



2) Tranquility 2010 

 

The incredible Single Vineyard wine from an incredibly rich and tasty vintage.  This is our 

second favorite vineyard (it only loses a notch because it is too far away to walk my dog in 

each morning like Nevaeh).  Tranquilty is a steep south facing vineyard that we lease 100% of 

in Purcellville because we think the terroir is simply stunning.  There is red clay top soil but 

only over great rocky soils underneath giving superb drainage and some minerality and 

concentration.  Often one of that last harvests of the year the vineyard is planted solely to 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Tannat. 

 

The wine is classic Tarara style winemaking which is simply allowing the fruit to speak for 

itself.  All indigenous yeast with long macerations (29-35 days) with pulsing the cap three 

times per day before pressing directly to new Virginia Oak for an 18 month elevage.  In 2010 

we started doing lees stirring on the Cabernet Sauvignon weekly before creating the final 

cuvee in April the year after harvest to gain greater depth and mid palate weight.  The wine 

was bottled in August 2012 unfined and unfiltered. 

 

This saturated crimson colored wine shows all the hallmarks of this vintage and vineyard.  

Intense aromas of black cherry, cedar, cassis and that lovely scent of wet leaves in the 

autumn.  The palate is still very tight with firm tannins and balanced acidity wrapped around a 

ball of ripe blackberry and currant characters leading to a long and smoky finish.  If enjoying 

today, some decanting is recommended to allow the wine to unwind slightly, but it will also 

reward patience and drink beautifully for ten years easy.  This calls for some hearty winter 

fare.  I simply can’t wait to decant this in the winter and sip with some Millcreek Pot Roast 

with Caramelized Brussels Sprouts, Shiitake Sautee and Potatoes Dauphine. 

 

 

3) Cabernet Franc 2010 

 

Anyone who talks with me regularly about wine knows about my love hate relationship with 

Cabernet Franc.  Well, this one is on that love side.  The only way I can describe this wine 

when  people ask for a quick though is, “IT IS BIG!” 

 

While most people were resting after all their grapes were harvested in 2010 we patiently 

waited for the Cabernet Franc from our Hill block to ripen to the level that I would be pleased 

with.  Well, it is easily the richest and most simply delicious Cabernet Franc I have ever been 

a part of.  The wait was well worth it.  The wine was harvested at almost obscene sugar levels 

with some of the best flavors I have tasted out of any grapes with the most beautiful dark ripe 

seeds and perfect skin ripeness.  It was wild.  From there all we did is get it in a tank, let it sit 

on the skins for 36 days to cold soak, ferment on indigenous yeast and then soak longer to get 

all we could from the grapes.  It then went in new Virginia Oak for 16 months before being 

bottled unfined and unfiltered in March of 2012.  Really all it took was patience. 

 

Just crazy fruit jumps from this wine.  Loaded with raspberry, strawberry, red cherry, licorice 

(anise), chocolate and espresso.  Really the aromas remind of what this wine makes me 

think…Every taste all jacked up like it was on a caffeine high.  The palate is extremely full 

without being jammy with super soft but abundant tannins and a luxurious mouthfeel.  This 

wine is so hard to resist right now but it will gain complexity and have the oak integrate 

slightly over the next 5-7 years.  It is also great to just sip on Friday night after a long week 

with some juicy Millcreek Rib-Eyes covered in sautéed Walla Walla onions and Oyster 

Mushrooms and then all you have to do is say, “Awwwww”!  Life is grand.     

 

 

Salute, 

 

 

 

Jordan Harris – Winemaker       Tim Kish – Assistant Winemaker    Kim Parker – Vine Club Manager  


